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5 yo boy new  baby sister recent move 

well behaved  

started peeing on purpose: rug etc 

fa gets mad  mo : why 

he: i don't know tues pm sfter 830-9 

 

When a 5 year old says he doesn't know how to explain his behavior, 

you'd better believe him. The confusing thing about children at this age 

is that YOU can explain HIS behavior even though HE cannot. YOU could make 

the very plausible hypothesis that the changes, especially the birth of his 

new sister, have created an inner imbalance in his usually well balanced 

emotional constitution. You could see his urinating as a symptom with  

a more or less specific constellation of meanings. Less specific: just a 

way of expressing stress or asking for emotional help. More specific:  

a way of becoming a baby himself, and/or a way of expressing anger 

 at the newcomer and betrayal by her parents, and/or a way of expressing 

worries about the adequacy of his urinating organ and/or ... 

  

 Probably the"ands" more than the "ors". This sort of symptom comes 

about AUTOMATICALLY when it provides expression simultaneously for a whole 

pile of problems, some of which don't fit so neatly into the same pile.  

That's where the not knowing comes in. Faced with more emotional challenges 

than he can solve ONE AT A TIME, his unconscious ability to lump everything 

together swiftly and brilliantly provides a solution for too many things 



all at once. Usually only one part gets left out: reality. If your son could 

know each of these things by itself, he would not have to NOT KNOW the  

meanings of his pile. 

 

Often such temporary symptoms have a way of working themselves out. This  

way  involves taking each of the problems in the pile and  

addressing it separately. It does not necessarily involve  reducing the  

symptom itself to the sum of its parts. Usually just addressing each 

of the parts will make the symptom what one would hope any symptom  

could be come: superfluous, that is,  an unnecessarily elaborate solution 

to problems that can be settled one by one in a more pedestrian fashion. 

 

Give it a few weeks. If it's not resolving, professional help will 

probably be necessary.  

 

 

  

 

 

 


